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Student Strikers
Plan Take Over
Hy KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A strike meeting last night official statement to Pres. Clark
called by Students for a Demo- this morning asking him to meet
cratic Society (SDS) voted to take the demands.
Dean Stanley Benz, attending
over the Physical Education Department and Tower Hall today the meeting. when asked the adunless United Black Students for ministration’s reactions to the proAction (UBSA) demands to hire a posed building take over and stuBlack football coach and cancel dent strike, said, "I can say noththe Brigram Young University ing at this point. We’ll have to
wait and see."
football genie are met.
The planned takeover was set
(Continued on Page 3)
for 9 this morning unless SJS
Pres. Robert D. Clark or Executive Vice President William J.
Du.sel support the demands.
The proposed take over is only
part of a SDS planned strike
itiMed at shutting down this compus.
The two-hour meeting, attended
by some 400 persons in the cafetei la, also saw a near unanimous
vote in support of the 10 Black
Student Union demands made at
San Francisco State College.
Last night’s take over plans
arose from a statement by Black
student James Edwards, brotherof former SJS instructor Harry
Edwards, that a take over of the
By sUsW LYDLE
buildings would support UBSA at
Spartan Daily Staff Wsiter
SJS.
A student strike which exEdwards said he and a group of
Black students would present an pected the much needed support of ASB President Dick
Miner will go ahead with two
joint sit-ins at Tower Hall and
the Plisical Education Department this morning, but without
Miner’s hacking.
Miner outlined three essential
The following statement, con- criteria neceseiary for an effeccerning the strike called by SDS, tive strike. He said these criteria
was released yesterday by Robert are present at San Francisco
State but are absent here on the
D. Clark, President of SJS.
We must continue nith the SJS campus.
The criteria are:
educational process within the
--Direct outside interference in
entire system of the State Colleges. A strike does not help the conduct of affairs of local
campuses (i.e., Board of Trustees,
this purpose.
If students stay out of their the chancellors office);
Expression of dissatisfaction
classes that is their responsibility. They must work out ace- from a majority of students or
’tonic arrangements with their faculty or both with the conduct
professors for classwork missied. of affairs of the institution;
Repeated refusal by the proper
ho
I trust that student N
strike will remember they are authorities of the institution to
listen to the netsis of minorities,
here for an education.
I hope there will be no secur- be it students or faculty, in an
ity problems on campus, hut WY attempt to affect reconciliation of
take tile steps necessary to the problems.
"I urge students whe do not perinsure order.
sonally agree with the actions
taken by some on our campus to
avoid areas of confrontation,"
Miner said last night.
"I will attempt, in as far as Is
possible, to kee(p police off our
campus," Miner explained. We
must be allowed to solve our own
problems within our own community."
The College Police Relations
"It would be a mistake for this
campu.s to support the policy Committee met late last night to
adopted by a large number of discuss the possibility of police instudents at SFS," said Fred Al- tervention on campus today.
Membem of the committee inton, president of SJS Young Republicans, of the SDS-proposed clude Miner, Dr. William J. Dusel,
executive vice president; Byron
student and faculty strike.
"Those calling for a strike don’t Bollinger, superintendent of buildhave the support of the student ings and grounds; Hal Ratliff,
body. I think the reaction here is mike liaison officer, and Dr.
that the students don’t want the
(Continued on Page 3)
school to close down.
"I don’t think this minority of
students speaks for the majority
of students at SJS.
..."I think the student body Is
The SJS soccer team will
willing to take the issues involved,
weigh them and look at their tangle with the tough UCLA
meaning in the overall picture. Bruins in the opening game of
The silent majority is going to West Regional play tonight at 7
in Spartan Stadium.
speak out soon.
Admission for tonight’s match
"The people of California are
going to revolt against these com- Is 31 for all spectator’s, Includpus disturbances and refuse to ing students.
support the college system."

Miner
Opposes
Strike

Pres. Clark’s
Statement

’Mistake’ for SJS
To Call A Strike,
Fred Atton Says

Soccer Game

SAN FRANCISCO STATE President Robert Smith’s face shows
the tension as he speaks at the SFS convocation, which included
representatives of faculty, administration, Black and Third World.
Smith explained why he believed he could not meet the latter
groups’ demands, asked that classes remain open and called for
a 90 -day "cooling off" period. The minority groups walked out
on him in yesterday’s convocation when he refused to change his
stand.

Scholarship Aids
If Boycott BYU
Hy JOHN ROBERT MUIR
and JIM PAXTON
Spartan Daily Staff Writers
Black students refusing to participate in the Nov. 30 Brigham
Young University football game
will lose athletic scholarship aid
they are currently receiving, according to SJS Pres. Robert D.
Clark.
In a statement issued late last
night, Pies. Clark salt’ "It is with
the greatest concern for all members of the football tearn that any
student athlete who is a recipient
of grant-in-aid is expected to meet
the obligations of his team.
"I am themfore informing all
student athletes that they are removed from grant-in-aid if they
do no choose to compete in the
game."
OTHER FUNDS
But Pres. Clark did say that
other types of funds equal to their
present giant-in-aid would be provided.
"I believe this college has a moral
commitment to fulfill its financial
obligations to any Black or White
athlete who chooses not to compete in the game Nov. 30.
"I am personally obtaining funds
to provide financial assistance
equal to the grant-in-aid."
Dr. Clark said that he wished
to emphasize that no punitive action will be considered in anY

Arrest Five at SFS

Tac Squad Called
Shots were fired, five students
were arrested and one policeman
injured yesterday after the Tactical Squad came onto the San Francisco State campus for the second
time in nine daYs.
According to a spokesman from
the Daily Cater, the SFS newspaper, police have since left the
campus. Pres. Robert Smith asked
students to go home "for their
safety," but at press time the
campus was still open.
The Tac Squad was called after
student and faculty strikers
started going into classes which
were still meeting and exhorting
them to join the strike.
The spokesman said the strike
vattitittittnelnite=. vcenlasir

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Complied from Associated Preen
OSHKOSH, Wirt.
A violent
demonstration erupted in the administration building of the Oshkosh State University yesterday as
Black students presented a list of
demands to President Roger E.
Guiles.
SAN DIEGO
Students and
faculty at University of California
at San Diego staged a rally and
a "silent hunger vigil" yesterday
for the purpose of defending academic freedmo from Gov. Reagan
and the university regents.
About 500 students
CHH’0
at Chico State College boycotted
clitsses and conducted a noon
rally yesterday aimed at determining whether there is enough supNil for a general strike in support of strikers at San Francisco
State College.

at present is "99 per cent effective among Third World students
and 50 per cent among Whites."
A strike meeting was scheduled for
last night to discuss today’s
tactics.
"It’s impossible for the campus
to function until demands are
met." the spokesman said.
The day’s events began as Black
and Third World representatives
walked out of the second day of
a convocation which was to discuss their 15 demands.
According to the Associated
Press, Black student Union leader
Leroy Goodwin had asked Dr.
Smith if he would order classes
closed for the convocation. When
Pres. Smith didn’t answer, the 12
non-White panel members left. A
recess was called by convocation
moderator Jules Grossman, and
the convocation did not meet
again.
The rally, called by the BSU,
resulted in a decision to shut down
the college. Students and faculty
were to go into classes still meeting and verbally ask them to stop.
Within a half hour the Tactical
Squad, reportedly its entire contingent of around 40 men, all volunteers, started arriving.
The first violence flared around
the arrest of student Steve Selzer.
Students attempted to free Selzer. One policeman was thrown to
the ground and his mouth bloodied.
The other fired several shots into
the air.
Selzer managed to run away,
but he was quickly apprehended.
The Tae Squad then proceeded
to occupy several buildings. However, by 2:15 p.m., it withdrew
from campus.
The Squad returned a second
time after students re-grouped in
its absence and decided to continue going Into classrooms.
According to the flitter spokesman, only three or four classes
were still Meeting at this time.

lle said all but one broke up right
away. The fourth class, the subject of which was not known,
broke up involuntarily when the
power in the building mysteriously
wr.nt off and the fire drill ring
stai ted.
The Tac Squad then came,
finally left after arresting and allegedly beating one student who
stood in their way as they jogged
of f.
The identities of all five studcnts arrested were not known at
press time.
The school, ordered shut duwn
for seven days after students
fought with the Tactical Squad,
had re -opened officially Wednesday.

Student Council has stated if
any SJS athlete is ciisciplined or
removed from financial aid because
of a boycott resulting from moral
considerations, all monies allotted
to the Athletic Depattment would
be withheld.
SPECIAL SESSION
Student Council met in a special
session last night to reconsider
their statement but the meeting
was adjourned before any action
could be taken.
Thirty-five of the 37 White athletes on the football team had
agreed to boycott tomorrow’s Arizona State University game unless
President Clark took sonic action
against Black players refusing to
participate in the BYU game.
Dr. Robert Bronzan, athletic director, reportedly said Wednesday
night, "We are in a real sticky
situation. I see the need for discipline, but this is a very complex
moral issue."
The decision of the White athletes to boycott the Arizona game
if Pres. Clark would not withdraw scholarships came after a
two-hour meeting at which eight
proposals which were submitted
by a comsnittee of kali. White athletes and hvo Black football players were rejected by the Black
players.
The proposals include having
athletes playing in the BYU game
to wear armbands, having the administration take a definite stand
on this incident and boycotts in
general.
MEDIA INFORMED
The committee also wanted the
news media fully informed of what
is taking place on thLs campus and
what is at stake.
Other points recommended were
that the administration issue an
official statement, that all other
schools be urged to protest in their
vanes with BYU, and that the
half-time of the Nov. 30 BYU
game be dedicated to the Black
students.
Jim Vernes, a White middle
linebacker, referring to the threat
to boycott the ASU game said,
"I don’t want to be a part of a
pmgram that has no discipline.
Unless we show we have team
discipline for the new coaches next
year, the team is not worth playing on, and there is no use having
a football program.
Lee Evans, SJS Olympic track
star, said yesterday morning.
"Black athletes on the SJS track
team support the Black players on
the SJS fisuball team ... we sup- ;-

port their action in every way."
"We held a meeting of the newly organized Black Athletes Federation at SJS early this week,"
Evans said, "and at this time
Frank Slaton (spokesman for the
Black athletes) explained to us
what the Black football players
intended to do."
"We a.ssured Slaton he would
get full support from the Blacks
on the track team and that the
Blacks on the SJS basketball team
would be urged to give support
also," Evans said.
TRACK SUPPORT
"We told Slaton that if any
Black was to lose his scholarship
because he refused to play in the
BYU game, Blacks on the SJS
track team would give up their
scholarships and not run track for
SJS.
"We will not stand by idly,"
Evans said, "and let Blacks on the
football tetun lose scholarships. An
act against one Black is against
all Blacks."
Pres. Clark stated yesterday
afternoon that he had not heard
from the Governor, the Board of
Trustees or the Chancellor. "I atn
my own boss on this issue," he
said. "and the final decision will
come from me."
Ed Gray, associate editor in
Gov. Reagan’s press information
office, said, "Any comment would
be premature pending a decision
on whether the game will or svill
not be played."
*

*

*

Sports Editor,
Black Student,
In Brief Scuffle
A brief scuffle with punches reportedly exchanged by Mike Elvitsky, Spartan Daily sports
editor. and James Edwards, a
Black student, erupted yesterday
afternoon inside thg SJS Journalism Building.
The 1 p.m. fracas followed a
heated shouting match over a
sports column appearing in yesterday’s Daily in which Elvitsky
claimed he could not help but wonder if the Black athletes on the
football team are being "strongarmed" into boycotting the BYU
game.
Several journalism students and
Ken Noel, a 30-year-old part-time
sociology instructor accompanying
(Continued on Page 3)

T

THE SCENE at the convocation a+ San Francisco State College Wednesday. The main auditor.
ium was filled with students and faculty, who
came to listen to a panel of Black, Third World,
faculty and administration representatives. The
faculty had voted the previous night to hold the
convocation in lieu of classes. However, a con-

flict developed when SFS President Robert
Smith ordered classes to re.open, saying he was
unaware of the faculty decision. This issue fumed into violence yesterday, when Black and
Third World representatives walked out of the
second day’s convocation after Smith declined
their rogues+ he order all classes to close.
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Kenyon Jordan:

Mind -blower
Day At SFS
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Editorial

Equal Representation
cddernic Council Alonday the
qm-tion ot who w:t. to appoint stulo

dent ineother. to an .1(1-11oc Committee to titil) -ttitlent and facility relation -hips with the 1cademic Council

Dave Aikinan. ASH treasurer. replied to the charges by saying.

con% ince a student to be on a committee of 17 futility and two students.’"
The fault does not lie with student
gmernment.

was 1.1i-ed.

can’t

1ny charge that it has

Hobert -on. student represeti-

done nothing but procrastinate this

tatiNe. .tertt- il -ttident government of
’"a bat of vioerd-tination and little ac-

year can easily be refuted by looking

thin- and of sitting on their "butts."

at the record.
The fault lies with the lack of equal
representation. What good is a minority representation on a hoard or com-

Susv

mittee?
It": it form of pacification when you

Stock Labels
Pa4ed On
k is beautiful.
1.1,1. \\ hit,

anything.

"During

this period of transition we will speak with

one voiCe."

Thrust and Parry

The students are asking for equal
representation on committees. Is this

Daily, Bradley Criticized

committees will have a direct and last-

Not be,.111-e I am White. but bel’alle,e I
am sisiipl+
hinnan bring.
It i- oh+ ions that Iila,ks must be totally
are of thiir color and the importance
of milt+ of their race.
But Whites must learn not to be
ashamed of their color. but to have pride
ill being a human being.
educable White students,
buckle, to the guilt and shame which is
buing aimed at us. no advance will be
made by Blacks in. Whites.
Gordon Parks. Mack photographer,
wrote a poem when he %%IR 17 which I
feel sums of the situatiem today between
Blacks
’lite,. It appeared in Life
magazine Nov. 17.
Into the (lark arena I came
Searching for what you always
Kept from me. And you
Watched from the 4tadows,
laugLing
Through the cold blackness,
our sword hard upon my need.
elarkitess piled upon darkness
I Ind the very blackness of it
made light.
Eight that caught you
in in+ rebellious glare.

co,

with. but no real power to accomplish

so bail when tlw decisions made by the

tigi+.

That i- what many Blacks would have
it- beli,(e. But the sad thing is that many
\\bites are beginning to agree.
"1
arciii e+en human, Whitey."
"lots don’t know how to love or tinder.
stand."
"Nou’re all a hunch of white racist
pigs."
These are just some of the stock labels
pasted Oa pale flieellealh,
i11101.
N11111 ,11111111111 1,i beillit labeled
a cracker
without
or compassion.
A huge. itta-si+e guilt complex has been
induced upon a majority of Whites on
this campus.
hard to sa+ if the articulate manner
)slii,11 Blacks eon)ime Whites that they
persoually are responsible for the rats in
the gli,Gos and the ilignit+ which has
been stripped from the American Black
man is the catt-e of this guilt complex.
It may he that some Whites not only
accept. but N, li1.11111e the accitsatims and
iiiis-ed upon them.
nitwit
easier it) admit to a crime, than to stand
up. fight for what you believe to he the
truth and stiek to it.
What it .1111011111,,
iS that the Blacks
are masters in the art of intimidation, and
the Ni hite- are equally skilled in permitting theni.el)e, to be intimidated.
It works -.twilling like blackmail.
If one ,tands
and r,fii-es to be in
timidated. there will simpl+ be no intimidation. +, hid) is on,. of the most striking
1.,apec- Black- wield today.
I. for ’inv. an; not ashamed of being
hite. fe,I 11,, goili because I ant White.
But. ++11,i,,,,r I ...V 111. 4111:tior of a
.1 -11.11k
Whelle
exer I
a faro.
..111,N, 1111 glimmer
of hope in the futtire.
-lives through

eri 11 not

give the student a little bit to play

genlk

-MASA ail....

babe e.c..te.t.
your

re....

ing effect on the lives of the students?
When department committees meet
to allocate %till funds. collected from
students. shouldn’t the persons footing the bill lune at least equal say
with faculty in how their money is
spent?
Students on this campus are adults
and ile.erve a right to equal representation on such rommittees.

Staff Comment

Modern Day
Santa Claus
Ry JERRY PEDROTTI
IN) you belie+e in Santa Claus?
Sounds like. a prett silly, juvenile question to ask anyone who has outgrown the
fair+ tale generation, but many an enterpri,ing businessman would appear to beIii+. at least in the modern day "Santa
Claus" who lllll nail) heralds a season of
ringing cash registir, and frantic buying.
Contmercialism and Christmas seemingly
have become synonymous in America.
One of nty "favorite" yearly guessing
games is tr ing to predict when Santa and
his overloaded sleigh will arrive at the
loeal department store and the gaudy,
tinselly street decorations will lie. hoisted
to the nearest lightpole.
Not so long ago Santa graciously made
his appearanee shortly after the Thanksgi% ing turkey had emerged from the oven.
No%. 11 :Weal:, like this jolly gentleman
defittitel
i-: determined to upstage or
Ttirke+."

"Tom

Witile brightly colored ornaments. the
smell of a fir tree and the delight which
Santa instills in the minds of children are
an added inducement to join the Christmas
spirit, the (inpliasis on gift buying anti
the "so
shopping days till Christmas" lingo are not.
One Heed not be a religious zealot to
see that the real purpose of Christmas has
nothing to do with the financial intricacies
of any retail establishment.
This simple, friendly custom of ex
changing gifts all illiS 11101iday hat, exploded
into one of the biggest and perhaps
"vicious" buying sprees of the year.
If people only emuld be just half as
excited about and spend just half as much
on alb.% iating some of nor domestic and
even international problems., everyone
might be a little better ()ff.
NeYertheless. Santa. Christmas shopping
and the inflated dollar sign probably will
continue to remain traditional features of
this special Christian holiday.
But ma+ be one can think twice this
Christmas before he puts a "buck" in the
alread+ Inibring pocket of the business inclu ti+ and think al
t nom,
el.....
hid; isii.1 lialte All fall.

Libelous Letter?
Editor:
The Spartan Daily, in its Noy, 8 issue,
printed a letter from Mrs. Albrecht (a parent
and a taxpayer).
Much to our astonishment we noticed that
Mrs. Albrecht is neither a student nor a
member of the faculty at San Jose State College - - both positions being of primary necessity in order to write a letter in the Thrust
and Parry Section.
We discovered that the Editor’s policy was
in direct contradiction with his actions. (Publishing Mrs. Albrecht’s letter was both illegal
and was "libelous, in poor taste." and included "a personal attack.") Yet the letter
was published in spite of the editorial policy.
Therefore, it seems necessary to open our
debate not only with the writer of that particular letter but also with the Editor of the
Spartan Daily who seems to us to be sharing
the same beliefs with Mrs. Albrecht.
Foreign students come to this country as
"students," that is to say, they are first accepted by a college or a university, then the
immigration office gives them permission to
enter this country. Being students upon their
arrival, they are entitled to all the rights
which any other student possesses. It seems
ironical to ask some of the students to disregard their rights on the campus while their
rights are being hampered ny the administration and/or student government branches of
the college life. This is a racist and discriminatory attitude, to prohibit students of other
countries to pertain to their rights.
Furthermore, almost all of the foreig-n students coming to this country file a letter with
the immigration office stating that they
would pay all their expen.ses throughout their
college. That is to say, they are self-supporting, and are not the "guest" of anybody except
the country from which they receive their aid,
or their parents; and while being here they
pay taxes as much as anyone else.
Foreign students, as potential productive
forces, are being brought to this country in
massive numbers, not because of good will,
but because this country needs them. Almost
80 per cent of those coming to this country
are being asked to remain here after they
have finished their studies.
Foreign students cost no one as much money
as they cost their own country. The process
of "brain drain" costs the other countries a
great deal, causing many problems and shortages of trained people, while the U.S. benefits
from it.
Iranian student* Association
at Sun &toe state College
*
*
*
EDITOR’S NOTE:Thrust and Parry is open fo all
members of the college community on a priority
basis. The Thrust and Parry policy note states the
letter section offers "students and faculty
"
This does not prohibit the acceptance of letters
from people outside the college community and
if is hardly a requirement of "primary necessity"
as the above letter states. If President-elect
Richard M. Nixon were fo wrife a letter to Thrust
and Parry we assure you we would run it, in ’pita
of his exclusion from the college community. No+
that we are comparing Mrs. Albrecht to Richard
Nixon, or are we agreeing with the position she
took in her letter.
The letter, however, was neither libelous, in
poor taste, or a personal attack. Further, if the
editor continually peid strict adherence to +he
letter policy, mos+ letters would not run because
of various violations. For instance, we set limit
of 250 words for letters, but the above letter is
some 400 words.

Policy Note
Opinions
l
d in columns. staff comments,
Thrust and Parry and guest articles are +hose of +he
individual authors and do not necessarily rifled +he
editorial policy of the Spartan Daily
Editor

Abstract Theory
Editor:
The New College has now becOme a "problem" to Senator Clark Bradley. It is becoming
very evident that people such as Senator
Bradley are scared to death that college students may actually be getting a complete education through such new programs as New
College or Tutorials.
As a student having completed Tutorials
and currently enrolled in the New College, 1
beg to inform Senator Bradley that I am indeed becoming an educated person, even in
such "delicate areas" as "abstract politics," a
subject that Senator Bradley thought best
left unexplored by bollege students. May I
call attention to what Senator Bradley had
to say about studies in experimental programs.
"If you have good to excellent faculty, hardworking students. then I don’t care what you
study or what you call it as long as you don’t
go too far into the abstract theories in delicate
areas like politics."
Perhaps Senator Bradley would like to see
the college return to an academic diet of
reacting, writing, and arithmetic. Yes, Senator
Bradley, you may have just cause to eliminate
any programs which might offer students a
real education. It is these aware students,
theories that will eventually fill your position with men willing to teach college students
more than the basic three "R’s".
Nancy Gerhardt
A1315

Credit Due
Editor:
Regarding an editorial which berated "Senator Bradley, and all other politicians for that
matter . . . " because their constituencies
aren’t prowrly educated concerning issues
I must romment.
While I agree that Senator Bradley is something less than well-informed and open-minded
concerning programs on our campus, please
don’t put "all politicians" in this category.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos is a fine
example of political responsibility In the field
of education. In his re-election campaign John
conducted town-meeting type forums all over
the district. Vasconcellos’ objective was more
than votes -- he brought his student workers
to these forums to explain the campu.s point
of view.
As for the Education Corps that was proposed in the editorial,
would tecommend
that John Vasconcellos be contacted by the
Spartan Daily so that he could have an opportunity to offer his viewpoints since he had, at
least in part, enacted an "Education Corps"
long before Steve Reed proposed it in his
editorial. The idea of an Education Corps is a
fanta.stie concept and both Steve Reed and
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos deserve credit
for their Constructive thoughts in these days
of violence.
Valerie+ J. Zeller
A115712

Sadness Is
Editor:
Sadness is: attending the Homecoming
Parade alone, watching the military drill
knowing that your boyfriend is in the muck
and mire of Vietnam, seeing three bands
dressed in your old high school colors and
not one of them is your old high school, seeing
a carload of Black Masque Members and realizing You’ll never get on the Dean’s List, and.
Seeing Hawaii represented on a float and
km-mini; you’ll. not there!
%moo Dailerse Smith
Al83B

When +ote’re accustomed to the level of
SIS’ radical activity, a day at San Francisco State is like walking into another
world.
It is, to say the least, a mind -blower.
I went up there. Wednesday with tsi,
members of SJS’ Students for a Democratic Society, Ron Stutz. and Tom Fink. ’A e
went as reporters, I of course for the Spartan Daily and they to garner information
for SDS’ "Emergency Newsletter."
Hon could not rests’ his true calling.
howeler. At times lu would thrust asid,
his clipboard and help pass out SDS strike
leaflets.
We got there early. about 6:30 a.m. l’he
sun had barely begun to force its ra..
through the cold, damp fog when th.
picket line formed, chanting "On strik,!
Shut it down!"
Before long. students. most of them in
SDS, had stationed themselves at eerv
possible entrance to ev(ry building where
classes might be held. To say tlie.y passed
out leaflet, is an understatement. By ela’s
end
had ainassed seven strike leaflet,.
not to mention a Daily Gater, an English
Department "Strike Daily," and even an
anti -strike statement by a group called the
Committee for an Academic Environment.
Despite the latter group’s efforts I which
weren’t much), there was an unquestionable atmosphere of strike. Signs had
popped up everywhere. saying sorb thing as "Re-hire lilurray," "’Admit All Third
World Applicants."
Talking animately. students niassed by
the hundreds in small groups ar ttttt tcl the
cafeteria, spreading their numbers out
onto the grassy, tree-dotted knoll which
slopes up from the cafeteria toward the
campus’ main entrance.
I walked all ar
I. straining my ears
for just the. slightest ment
of Horace’,
hot new Triumph (150, or Matilda’s hot
date with left halfback -- but to no avail.
Everyone. v,iis talking strike.
Of course there were those who went to
classes. But they were a clear minority.
Students signing an Art Department petition to continue the panel convocations
imolving all factions to be
held on the
condition it would be in lieu of clii-were given a red ribbon to wear on their
arms. The red ribbons dotted the campus.
And not jost on the arms of those
"hippiestype. hard-core" radieals the local
press loves to describe. There were short
hairs, without beards, Blacks., Browns, instructors, and probably even a feW 1/111111elothesmen who wanted to look like mainstream stutientg.
Perhaps the best indication of the high
feeling for strike at SFS was shown at the
convocation, which included Third World
I.iberation Front, Black and NlexicanAmerican representatives. as well as President Robert Smith. Nesbitt Crutclifi(1(1,
who was beaten inelhidually by two policemen when the Tactical Squad came tut
campus a week ago Wednesday, had made
a grong point about working for strike if
the convocation failed to mike anything.
The auditorium which holds close to
3,0011 persons, was filled to merflowing,
perhaps two-thirds of them students. On
hearing Crutchfield. the stauhnis rose,
their right hands up in fists, and yelled.
"Ye.s! Strike!" In seconds the word
"Strike" had become a unison chant, and
for better than a IllitlIlte it lasted. The
fisted hands swung in time with each repeat of the word "Strike."
Yesterday, they weren’t just chanting.
The students and teachers were going into
classrooms to ask that they be stopped.
The police came on mid at this time hell
is breaking loose. But that’s the difference
between a radical school like SFS and dear
old SJS.
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Lack of Quorum
Blocks AFT Vote

Evans Discredits
Bay Area Stories
JEFF MULLINS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Lee Evans, gold medal-winning
Olympic track star from SJS yesterday discredited Bay. Area news
stories which claimed he had been
hired recently as a part-time member of San Jose’s pollee department community relations unit.
As reported by Police Chief Ray
Blackmore, Evans notified the
chief he would accept a $600-a month job working w i t h youth
groups on the I:astsicle.
"This isn’t true," said Evans. "I
told Blackmore I would think over
the job offer and discuss it with
my family. At no time, however,
did I imply that I would accept the
job."
Evans expressed concern that if
he were to work in the police department he would "lose the respect of the Black community."
The 21 -year-old athlete said
after returning from the Olympics
in Mexico City that he discussed
a job in human relations with San
Jose Mayor Ron James.
Evans said the mayor told him
to check with Blackmore who,
"with television cameras and newsmen on the scene, offered me a job
with the police department."
At that time Evans said he told
the press he had not accepted the
job, however, contended that on
several occasions following their
first meeting. Evans expressed a
desire to take the job.
Evans said yesterday he would
like to have a job dealing with
human relations
not necessarily

Student Strikers
Plan Take Over
Of 2 Buildings

o ti the police department."
In a prepared statement Evans
I noted, "I refuse to be manipulated
by the San Jose police department.
I feel that I vvould be used against
my Black brothers if I was a mem.
bers of the police because of its
racist at titude.
"My first priority is Black people.
would be willing to work
with a Black group to improve
conditions of the Eastside of San
Jose, but I would nut work with
the police because the Black
people do not need the police.
"What the Black people need is
to organize them.selves."
Blackmore said he was deeply
sorry that Evans felt the way he
did, and that he understood the
athlete’s desire to remain loyal to
his race and its struggle for justice.
The chief said he believed Evans
had been "misled as to the facts."
He also said anyone fully aware
of what has and is being done in
the department knows that the
San Jose police department "is not
a racist organization."

Miner
Against
Strike
(Continued from Page 1)

Bruce C. Ogilvie, professor of
psychology.
In reference to the criteria
Miner said "no intervention from
outside campus forces has been
initiated on the SJS campus.
"Large student-faculty groups
(Continued from Page 1)
are not agrieved the president
First mention of the strike was
continued. "The Educational Opcalled at yesterday afternoon’s
portunity Program has been imSDS rally in Morris Dailey Audiplemented at SJS with unprecetorium.
dented speed. And, a Black Studies
English instzuctor Rogelio Reyes
Program will be in operation by
made the spontaneous resolution
February.
after it was announced that a
"Actions of students in support
phone call from SFS had reported of the SDS-inspired call for campolice were on campus and one
pus disruption, at this time, will
student was arrested.
only ha.sten the very outside interThere was no vote on the resovention which students of SFS are
lution, but it was clearly supseeking to end," Miner explained.
ported by a majority of the 800
"The confusion of the Brigharn
persons at the rally. About threeYoung University football game
fourths of them stood up after
question. coupled with the situaReyes spoke, crooked their arms
tion at SFS can only serve to obwith clenched fists up and shout -1
scure the real issues," Miner said.
ed together, "Strike ... Strike .."
The BYU question has not yet
The group then moved to Sevbeen fully considered by student
enth Street in front of Building
and faculty groups, but the situaK where they milled about for
tion at SFS has been fully connetirly 20 minutes. Their number
sidered, according to Miner.
by this time had dwindled to 400.
"We are attempting to convene
Some went into the cafeteria to
a meeting of student and faculty
urge other students to join them.
leaders to consider problems
It was uncertain how successful
ielevent to our own campus,"
was.
this tactic
Miner said.
around
short
series
of
talks
A
"Until such time as this can be
the Seventh Street tables at 2:30
done, and with students and facresulted in the agreement to adulty at SFS request our support,
journ until the evening’s meeting.
a strike at SJS will serve only the
The rally, second in two days
selfish ends of a few," the presiby SDS, started out as an infordent said.
mational session. Two SFS student
A meeting of faculty and stustrikers spoke for about 50 mindent leaders to discuss the possiutes on the situation at their
bility of a strike was formally
school.
scheduled for 9:30 this morning in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Due to
the planned sit-in, it will be held
in the council chambers of the
College Union.

Student Strike
Highlights
News Center

The priopii.ed fartt11-.4ttitlesit
strike at sdls and the potential
boicott or eancellation of the
Brigliam Young [’illy er.lt y
football game at
(BIT)
spartan Stadium on Nos. 30 will
highlight tonight’s "News Center" program on KSJS
90.7 F31, at 7.
Radio and T411,11%1011 New.
Center RTNC member 1,10td
Wizens% the SUS
IldiCuesta
strike alai the MIT 1.4.411e. Mike
Bronn ttili report on ASB, and
discuss the resolutiOn ASB
passed on Wednesday vitich
calls for the cancellation of the
foothall game with 11Y1* here.
Brown ttill also disewis possibilities of Asti ret [slims to the constitution.
The San Francisco State Wale
will he diwrwewit by Steve
(Inert for the program will be
Skip Cassini., treasurer and
spoke.man for the Free University.
New. director Rick Brown
said, "I hope Lazarus can give
tin an IndiLlit Into an interesting
educational system being side by -side ulth thl. college."

Educator Talks
Tonight at Dinner
Dr. Fred Cook, one of the top
business educators In the nation
from Wayne State University in
Detroit will be the featured speaker at the annual dinner of the SJS
Department of Business Edamcation tonight.
The dinner will be held in the
Del Oro dining room of the Hyatt
House in San Jose starting at 7.
Dr. Cook, who has been especially active in his participation in
major innovative reseach projects,
has chosen the topic "You Won’t
Believe It" for his speech.

AP’

DEFINING THE

MEXICAN -AMERICAN Student Confederation position Wednesday at San

Francisco State is Tony Miranda, right, while
Black Student Union representative Jack Alexis

Open Poetry
At Fountain
Today, 11:30
Featuring an afternoon dance,
"Soapbox Day," a new Friday
series of self-expression activities
sponsored by the Experimental
College, will meet and "activize"
today at 11:30 a.m. near the fountain.
The activity will combine with
Robert Gliner’s "Flow With It
Day" program for today only.
The morning production, directed by the Experimental College,
is designed as an open poetry and
music forum. "Any creative form
of self expression is welcome and
encouraged," explained Experimental College Chairnum Doreen
Bauman.
She added that students should
bring their own poetry, musical
instruments and picnic lunches in
preparation for extemporaneous
speeches, improvisional drama
and dancing. Miss Bauman noted
that when people see the soapbox,
"it is a signal for them to do their
own thing."
The Flash, a local rock group,
will present the sounds on Seventh
St. from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
according to Dr. Gliner.

listens. MASC stands behind all 15 demands.
They and other minority leaders walked out of
yesterday’s conference.
Photo by Terry Wilson

Daily Sports Editor
In Tighe Over Column
(Continued from Page 1)
Edwards, separated the pair.
Witnesses claim Edwards tossed
the first blow. Edwards said he
struck first, but only because Itlvitsky "put up his fists to fight."
Elvitsky explained that "if indeed I put up my hands it was
to back away from Edwards."
The scuffle ended when both
men were separated, with Elvitsky’s mouth bleeding. By this time
the stanwell, where the incident
occurred, became jammed with bystanders.
Elvitsky said afterwards that
"Edwards wanted to talk to me
about my story. I said fine. Then
he started calling me a racist and
a bigot and I told him that I
didn’t appreciate that."
EXPLAINED LATER
Edwards later explained that he
wanted to speak with Elvitsky to
"let him know that Black athletes
can think for themselves and that
no one can coerre them."
Elvitsky said, " I told Edwards
to write a letter to the Dttily and
the editor would be happy to print
what he had to say.

Ethnic Problems

Students Speak Out
Foreign student privileges versus American student rights was
one of the focal points of a panel
discussion sponsored by. the campus Anthropological Society Tuesday evening.
The six member panel, including
three foreikm students, discussed
current problems of foreign students in relation to "equal academic opportunities and intergration
with the campus community," before a group of 50 people.
Farhad Partoui, an Iranian.
criticized the minimum amount of
exchange that goes on between the
various cultures on this campus.
He said foreign students am not
given a complete chance to contribute to campus affaiis, or put
forth political or social ties.

Films Commemorate
Mexican Revolution
A series of four color flint; ab011t
Mexico will be shown at Woodrow
Wilson Junior High School, 701
Vine St., San Jose, at 7:30 tomorrow night.
The films are sponsored by the
Mexican Honorary Commission,
and are on bum from the Mexican
government to help in commemoration of the Mexican Revolution.

said foreign students should not
be looked upon as guests, in a host
country because foreign students
contribute t o the American
economy.
Backing up this point, he noted
that foreigners pay many of the
same taxes as do others and they
add to the economy through the
money sent to them from their
home countries and the large
grants some countries give to colleges in the U..S
Also discussed were the differences in the American ideal of
wealth and riches as represented
in propaganda received in other
countries and the reality of povthis
erty and discrimination
country.
Mrs. Carole Allen noted that
integration in this country is very
hard. The plight of the American
Indian was cited as well as the
Blacks.

Eating Hours
Amended hour. of the Dining
Con llllllll are at4 follows: Breakfast, 6:45 tt.m. to 9 a.m.; Lunch,
11 a.m. to I:30 p.m.; Dinner, 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. The hours are effective today as recommended
by the Residence Halls AWN,chtt Ion.

"The next thing I knew." Elvitsky said, "he grabbed my shirt and
hit me." Edwards maintained he
merely acted in self defense, that
it was Elvitsky who wanted to
fight.
Edwards said he wished to speak
to Elvitsky to straighten him out
about the "condenscending, paternalistic manner in which he deals
with minority people.
"This column isn’t the first Elvitsky has written which portrays
minorities as illiterate, unthinking
people," Edwards said.
Elvitsky stated in yesterday’s
column that he thinks Black plaYers are being "pressured into the
boycott by students not even involved in the athletic football
program."
"Black athletes can think for
themselves," said Edwards. He
added, "Elvitsky’s column was part
of a conspiracy with the Athletic
Department to discredit the type
of action being taken by Blacks
to eliminate a racist situation."
’ECONOMIC THREAT’
Edwards charged that Elvitsky’s
coltunn statement that "the pros
aren’t going to like any player
walking out," is an "economic
threat" against SJS’ Black football players.
Later yesterday afternoon, Elvitsky said he did not know if he
would press charges against Edwards. He said, however, he was
sorry his column was misunderstood and that he would attempt
to clarify his 110,:il 1011.

Circle K. AWS
Obtain 300 Cans
At Last Co-Rec
Operation Thanksgiving collected almost 300 cans of food at Wednesday evening’s Co-Rec, according
to Sharon Slade of Associated
Women Students.
Pick-up of cans at living centers
is planned for Friday evening with
donations hoped to equal 12,000
cans, according to Miss Slade.
Food donated by students will
be given to needy San Jose families. Students not living in campus
living centers are encouraged to
donate individually in collection
boxes around campus.
The project is conducted by
AWS and Circle K, a student affiliate of Kiwanis International.
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First Baptist Church
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8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
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Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
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Minister to Collegians
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Morning Seminar
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Evening Forum
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PINCHED
FOR COINS?

FREE GLASS OF MILK WITH YOUR STEAK
New York

Steak
Rib -Eye

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread

$2.25

Salad, baked potato,
bread & butter

$1.45

ANGELO’S HsTjuAsK,

Yes! Howard can cook the best food at better prices.
Stop by today or anytime!

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

the problem lies not in the SFS
crisis but in "getting ourselves
I ogether.
’ "W. should nut be centralizing
the discussion but spteading out
. drawing faculty, students and
possibly administrators togethei,
to show a collective force."
He urged the building of a new
organization as fast and as openly
as possible.
A round of debate, consisting of
heated exchanges Ixdween Dr. Lee
and other AFT members 111ov:ed.
In a last attempt to get the lost
motion back on the floor, Professor Fred Sprott reminded Dr. Lee
and the other members present
that the meeting was called to
"exarnine and discuss the SFS
crLsis. It is our responsibility to
move and act for the membership."
Refuting Dr. Lee’s charge that
now was the time to get the whole
faculty together, Professor Sprott
said, "At this point AFT can only
act to the immediacy of the
crisis."

Try out Angelo’s
WEEKEND SPECIAL

7:00 A.M.

10:30 P.M.

DI’RON
Ity
Spartan Dail) staff Writer
An advisory motion of support
for faculty action at San Francisco State was lost in the shuffle
at the Tuesday afternoon meeting
of the S.IS American Federation
of Teacht. Es
AFT . Following
’heated debate, no %tile WaS taken.
The motion followed a report
Dom Bud Flutchinson, executive
secretary of the College Council
of Arr who attended the eine,
gency Board of Trustees meeting
in Los Angeles Monday and predicted that things would not go
well for dissenting faculty or students at SFS.
As the motion stood, it proposed
that "the Executive Committee of
Local 1362 communicate to the
AFr local and individual departments of SFS that Local 1362 will
defend their colleagues in any action they wish to take to uphold
their faculty autonomy."
Apparently, members agreed to
the advisory motion, but it wa.s
never brought to all actual vote
because Malvin Lee, associate professor of economics, called it
"irrelevant."
Dr. Lee, pmsident of the Association of California State College
Professors (ACSCP), argued that

and still want
a reasonably priced,
yet good tasting meal?

."//
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African Journalist Sisay
To Give Talk on Drama
Mrs. Delphine Olortinfemi
Sisay, journalist, broadcaster
and television producer from
Sierra Leone, Africa, will discuss "Contemporary African
Driuna" next Tuesday morning
at 11 in the College Theater.
She is the author of two novels, a collection of poems and
numerous newspaper columns.
She has previously served on the

staffs of the Daily Express of
London and the Nigerian Morning Pose in Lagos, Nigeria, as
well as serving as television producer and international manager of Tuma Productions.
Mrs. Sisay’s special interests
include African literature, contemporary African arts and African art and culture.

Northern California’s
-.1"’".06, Most Itaulious
Theatre
SIN 106i 796 0981

CENTURY 21
Mil TO *114811181111

KOUSI

MON. THRU THURS. 8:00 P.M.
EVENINGS
SUN. 7:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30
1:30 P.M.
MAT. WED., SAT., SUN
"Kubrick’s special effects border on
the miraculousa quantum leap
in quality over any other science
fiction film ever madel.11 -Newsweek Magazine
"A uniquely poetic piece of sci-fi...
hypnotically entertaining! Technically
and imaginatively it is staggering!"

Reviewer Finds

The Beatles Naked In
A Plain White Wrapper
complete than any of the ide.,
they themselves have in their
minds. He has arranged the
songs in an excellent order to
give a total continuity throughout the album.
"Back In the U.S.S.R." is the
Beatles contribution to surfing
music. It is an excellent putdown
of the Orange County way of
life - beer, suntans and hotrods.
Satirizing the Beach 130ys,
George Harrison adopts C’arl Wilson’s Mickey-Mouse style,
MARTIN GENIUS
Martin shows his prtxlucing
genius by having the jet at the
end of "Back In the U.S.S.R."
in the same key as the guitar
introduction to "Dear Prudence."
"Glass Onion" contains a superb rhythm change and orchestration but it does not fit the
song. Martin has arranged the
instruments to the best of their

RI’ BILL LEE
With the et lotion of new
styles present in the new Beatle
album (unnamed), we are given
some new progressions which
are in the same bug as many of
the Beatles’ other songs of an
earlier era. There are smile new
styles included which show the
direction they are headed. This
is the first album they have
releaser! which has selections
authored by all members. The
over-all effect is in harmony
with the new image,
John Lennon has stated that
everyone just wants to be conned, and the album’s lyrical
content certainly folios’, in this
vein. George Martin has achieved
an excellent production effort by
taking the rough material presented to him by the 13eatles
and transposing it to orchestratration which is much more

-Th New Yorker

"A brilliantly conceived cosmic
adventure...so spellbinding I
immediately went to see it again!"
-Cue Magazine
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A Saturday Spectacular
FRED ZIN NEM ANN’S

"A. MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS"

a variety of materials, students
OPEN AND ENTER
Using
in Marcha Chamberlain’s crafts class haw., created an assortment of front doors, which
could be seen in the hallway in
"49:0-../the art department this week.
The works range from a door
,
of the American flag to the
Every Sunday Afternoon
one of the lion shown in this
From 3:00-7:00
picture.
of the

Jazz Jam Session

STARRING
PAUL SCHOFIELD
ORSON WELLES
ROBERT SHAW
WENDY HILLER
SUSANNAH YORK

NEW TANGENT
lBring your axl
tq 117 University Ave., Palo Alto
Minors Welcome
Res. & Info, 32F-8488
I 10..100Cr..Ce.e.e."--0..0"..006000.

0

WINNER OF
SIX ACADEMY AWARDS
REST l’ICTITRE
REST ACTOR
REST DIR ECTOR
BEST SCREEN ’LAY
BEST MEM VFOCRAPHY
BEST DESICNINI;

NOV. 23 MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
2:30 - 5:00 - 7:30 10:00
ADM. 65’
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ho,never, he cannot
nutke up fur the weaknesses of
the raw material presented to
him by the Beatles.
"Wild Honey-pie" is a tremendously out of key progression
vvhich is followed by a brilliant
classical guitar riff. The beauty
of the guitar and its sound structure cannot compensate for the
mediocrity of the beginning of
the selection.
"Bungalow Bill" is a Saturday morning comic strip presented for our enjoyment entirely.
The focal point of the album
is a Harrison composition,
"While My Guitar Gently
Weeps." Harrison’s songs are always the strongest structurally
as well as melodically. He has
been spending time jamming
with Eric Clapton and the influence has changed George’s
phrasing and his relation to the
other instruments. He has picked up the strongest point of
Clapton’s style by transposing
his interpretation of his solo.
Although reminiscent. of Clapton, it is still in the genius of
George Ilarrison.
’REMINISCENT’
"Blackbird" has a very simple
acoustic guitar background and
is the same as "I Will." These
are hauntingly reminiscent of
the "Rubber Sole" period of unamplified instrumentation with
the vocalist recording through
the board. The structure is much
like their earlier songs of minor
to major progressions completed
in utmost simplicity. "Julia" and
"Dear Prudence" are to be included in this category. The
lyric content is a picture which
is painted to let you interpret
asny.ou
w. III. would like you to
dance, take a cha, cha, cha
chanc e." The Beatles have
reached back to Little Richard
for the basic themes on "Birthday." I thought they had progressed individually on their instruments. However, the general
playing content on this cut is
below par. "Helter Skelter" is
another following the line of
twelve-bar progression.s of Little Richard and Chuck Berry.
"Revolution" is a soothing
rendition of the song which was
released on the backside of "Hey
Jude." The style Is almost medieval and John Lennon’s vocal
work is better on this number.
"Ftevolution 9" is interesting
electronics, but nothing to compare with Stockhausen.
COLLAGE OF STYLES
"Iloney-pie" is a good takeoff on the music of the 30’s, with
a backing by an old-time orchestra complete with trurnpet
players who use mutes.
The album presents some interesting ideas which I hope the
Beatles will expand in further
weordings. You get from this
album what you put into it as
;t listener. It. is a collage of
many styles none of which infringe upon each other but
whose themes develop with the
sante intensity.
It is interesting musically and
lyrically and I hope people vvill
judge it on its musical merits
and not merely by the fact that
itthinisg.the Beatles "doing their

Mexican Revolutionary
To Recall Days of Villa
Tony del Buono, a 69-year-old
resident of San Jose who once
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OLD TOWN THEATRE
PRESENTS
MANUEL LOPEZ RAMOS
DISTINGUISHED CLASSICAL
GUITARIST FROM ARGENTINA
In Brilliant Dynamic Performance
November 1 6 - 8:15 P.M.
24 - 2:30 P.M.
ADULTS $3.50 STUDENTS $2.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
OLD TOWN THEATER BOX OFFICE
SEARS & MACYS
BankAmericard Mastercharge
FOR INFORMATION PHONE: 354-1530
"THE FANTAST1CKS"
DECEMBER 13. 14, 20. 21
LOS GATOS
SO UNIVERSITY AVENUE
7371rglratagge-110.71=11571E14PlEek-,1&-701C711711mliz’.Vie’

rode with Emiliano Zapata and
Rancho Villa, will talk about his
experiences and participation in
the Mexican Revolution Wednesday, Nov. 27 in Room 133 of the
Art Building.
Del 13uono’s talk is being presented as part of the Mexican
Popular Arts class at SJS,
taught by Associate Professor of
Art, Robert Freimark and Miguel Aleman, lecturer.
According to Freimark, the
class is now at the chronological
stage of being intioduced to the
Mexican Ftevolution.
A question and answer period
will follow the speech, which will
Ix. recorded.
Born in El Paso, Del Buono
took to the road when he was
14 years old and joined the Mexican Guerrillas.
A father of two, Del Buono
has been active in Mexican American activities in San Jose,
and is one of the spokesmen for
the community, Freimark noted.
Del Buono’s talk is open 1(1
e%eryune, he said.

What’s Soul Food?
Author Defines It
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CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR’S
NOTE: Mrs. Ilo r
it. the
co-author of "The College
C’ookinatk. After liamhurgen.
What?" This col
appeared
In the Daily Californian last
May and is reprinted
their permission.
By RUTH HORWITZ
What’s Soul Food? I’ve been
asking and asking. and my head
whirls with the contradiction.s.
One Black friend said scornfully, "Soul Food? It’s just poor
folks Paid, made with the pat ts
of the pig that the White folks
wouldn’t eat. It’s stuff like pig’s
ears kind pig’s feet. I can’t get
it down, myself!" And then a
member of the Afro-American
Stitrient’s Union said proudly
"Why, Soul Food! It’s just wonderful! It’s a style of cooking
that’s absolutely deliciou.s. So
good, it goes way down to your
very soul!"
The term was new to me, but
was it really new? A Black
woman said softly, "Soul food?
That’s not new! I’ve been hearing it all my life." Some said it
was African food; others laughed
and said it wits just Southern
cooking.
BLACK STYLE
Well. I checked it out, and this
is what I discovered. Soul Food
is cooking in the Black style,
and just like any special cuisine,
It is the record of a people. Just
AS Balkan foods repot t every
invasion of the region, and JewLeh food is the history of the
travels of that people, so Soul
Food includes the heritage of
Africa and the foods of every
section where the Blacks had to
live, from the swamps of Georgia
to the mountains of Kentucky,
the towns of Louisiana and the
fields of Virginia,
It is the simple "grub" of
poverty, and the happier "vittles" of more prosperous times.
It can be cornpone and collard
greens, or fried chicken and yam
pie. It can even he a "repast,"
a sumptous gumbo made with
chicken wings and lots of crab
and shrimp, a lemort pie with
lemon crust - - food for the gods!
"Gumbo" is African. coming
from "kingumbo," which means
okra. This green vegetable is
often used to thicken and flavor
soup
the luscious gumbos
stews made with a melange of
fish and chieken. The Nigerians
of today are still eating !tondo
Gumbo - lamb gumbo. They enjoy Ewa and Dodo. which is Seafood and black-eyed peas. In the

Congo, housewives cook Mhisi
ye Kalou no Loso - fish and
collard greens.
My fziend Mrs. Harrison’s
Party Gumbo sounds suspiciously like the Joll of Rice of I.iberia. It’s a tasty combination
of smoked ham steak, chicken
wings and shrimp, cooked with
rice. She learned it fmm her
mother in Louisiana, but who
brought it over from Africa, long
ago?
CLEVER COOKS
The French a n d Spanish
Creoles of Louisiana gave their
flavors to Soul Food. It uses
the sage, the eorn, the pork of
the counttyside. Poverty made
the cooks ingenious.
Like the French peasants who
turned the cow’s stomach into
fancy dishes of tripe, and the
Jewish mothers who stuffed the
cow’s guts with seasoned meal
and turned out flavorsome
"kishke," so the clever Black
cooks simmered the cleaned intestines of the pig together with
browned onion, garlic, a pinch of
sage and a little water to cover,
and created "chitelin’s." Corn
cakes fried with fresh fish in
hot fat became "hush puppies,"
and a mix of rice and black-eyed
peas, cooked slowly with bacon
fat, was named "Hoppin’ John."
Soul Food is an interesting
and nourishing cuisine, and it’s
only remarkable aspect is that
it has been kept almost as a
secret in its own country. Like
the history of the Black people,
like their contributions to our
culture, this native cuisine has
not been visible until now!
FEED THE FACE
It’s time for these foods to
come out of the private kitchen.s
and the ghetto restaurants and
into the main stream of Ametican life. Fried grits and hambone soup viall join with pizza
and blintzes, Manhattan clam
chowder kind chow mein. New
England Boiled Dinner and apple pie to enrich our daily diet.
Because its creations are often made with inexpensive ingredients, Soul Food can he a
boon to the student on a small
food budget.
So welcome, Soul Food! Let’s
exchange recipes and eat well
together. No man should hunger
for food, for dignity, for recognition. As Mack the Knife says,
in Three Penny. Opera, "First
Feed the Face, then Talk of
Right kind Wmng!" So let’s eat
and then we can talk.

San Jose University Not
Just Wishful Thinking
The literate observer at Homecoming may have noticed the
marching band spell out "SJU"
instead of "SJS" as the glee
club sang our alma mater.
It’s not just a wishful idea.
The Academic Council is intent on changing the name of
this college to "University of
San Jose," or "San Jesse State
University."
"When someone says San Jose
State in Europe," says Dr. Burton Brazil, Professor of Political
Science, "everyone thinks he’s
talking about high school."
"At present, we are basically
comparable to any major university," says Dean Robert S.
Martin.
TBeside the window decal
shirt hassle that would arise, a
formidable harrier lies between
us and our university status. The
state legislature must give its
approval for the academic council to affix a name change.
"Last year a bill re-naming
the whole system, would hare

added "University" to several
state colleges in California," says
Acamedic Vice President Hobert
A. Burns. "The bill was passed
in the a.ssembly but died in the
senate. It is being introduced
again this year with more hopes
of success."
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’Good Time Charlies’ Gone

.,

SJS Now IntelIectual
ti REG JOHNSON
Campus Life Writer
Somebody thinks San Jose State
is a party school.
"On the contrary," says a seLfappointed pollster. "San Jose State
students are more intellectually
oriented, more concerned than ever
before."
Another generalization soon follows ... San Jose State may have
been a western focal point for
"waist time Charlies." but it has
gradually transposed it’s reputation and re-nameci itself "Academia."
NATIONAL TREND
Somebody else believes kill this
is a lot of speculative hogwash;
that SJS never Was a party school,
and might be changing to intellectual institution but only because
of a national trend.
The question of SJS’s tramition
from party school to academia
launches a host of contradictory
statements by our faculty.
Associate Dean of Activities Dr.
Cornelia Tomes says there is "no
question" that this "accelerated
pace in learning" is taking place.
She pointed out the growth of the
recent jtutior college system which
provides education for the student
who can’t meet the raised entrance
requirements. She examined the
SJS population and found 75% of
the student body to be upper division and in-nduates. It follows,
she said, that there is a larger
percentage of more mature students. Of them 41’: are married.
She believes the bulk of the ’party
goers’ have either flunked out
under the higher competition, or
are at the JC’s.
"The four years of college," she
says, "used to be sort of a whoopit-up break between home and
business success. More recently,
college has been re-inserted into
society. Involvement in human
rights, ethical values, and a rebellion against the rules of white
middle class society has replaced
all the rah -rah."
’SINGLE LABEL’
But could SJS deserve such a
generalization as "Party School?"
Dr. Jim Watson, professor of
political science, and SJS graduate,
calls it "inaccurate" to clump SJS’s
massive student body under a
single label.
"You %ill always have a percentage of students who are more socially interested than academically
inspired," says Watson. ’Party
schools’ may have been more deserved in the past than now, however. I remember vvhen the, big
thing was the ’panti raid.’ Now,
-

EUROPE
One Wly

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
London to San Francisco
July 31, August 5 and 12
San Francisco to Paris
August 27, September 8
San Francisco to Stocicholm
August 31
A limited number of spaces
are available for faculiy, staff,
and students of The California
State Colleges
Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
IWO Halloway Avenue
Can Francisco, California 94112

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

DG’s Win Award

Delta Gamma Sorority has
been awarded the Alpha Lkunixia
Delta Honor Society award for
the highest grade point average
of a coed’s living quarters for
1967-68.
DG’s average gpa for last year
was 2.75.

SPARTAN DAILY

politics, war, and a generation of
articulate students is overshadowing all the fun."
Deitn Robert S. Martin, Associate Dean of Counciling on the
other hand, believes an advance in
SJS’s curriculum to be the only
detectable change.
"Fifteen years ago," he says,
"SJS was a teacher training college. There was no graduate work
and not much variety in majors.
Today we are basically comparable
to any major university."
People who live in urban areas
will quite frequently devote time
to partying because there’s nothing
else to do, says Mkirtin. But as
urban ILS San Jose is, the ’party
goers’ have ahvays been a minority.

Dr. Marion Richard believes
there are several SJS’s. She agrees
that this school shouldn’t he labeled. You have a Greek SJS, an
intellectual SJS, and there are all
sorts of parties around, she says
Except for an advanced curriculum, it looks pretty much the same
now as when I came here; only
bigger.
"There’s nothing to apologize
for," says Dr. Burton nrazii, professor of political sciences. "we
aren’t and never were a party
school in my opinion. But our laculty hkis improved enormously, students are better read. more alive,
kind make out much hotter in post college competition than they did
in 1953. Actually, we are better
than we think we am."

BEAU TIES

Campus Life Editor’s Note:
Pinning. engagement or marriage announcement/. nutv
turned in to the Spartan Daily
Office (JC2014) all1tinse.
PINNED
Candi Silva, senior English
major imd member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma from San Loienzo to Terry. Pone, senior marketing major and member of

Delta Sigma Phi from Concord.
ENGAGED
Lynne Cookston. senior English major and member of Sigma
Kappa from San Carlos to Bill
Wiodyka. senior recreation major and member of Sigma Nu
employed by the Milpitas Recreation Department from Boston, Mass. A June 22, 1969 wedding is planned.

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE
221 SOUTH KING RD.
259-3335

SPECIAL!
STUDENT AND FACULTY RATES
GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $1.25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50ct
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A publishing firm in Campbell needs talented
graphic artist immediately to design a single
poster, featuring THE DOORS, to be nationally
marketed. FEE: $2,000. For information call:
SPARTA GRAPHICS INC., 378-8000. Mon. thru
Fri. Ask for Di1111’ Schiller. This offer applies to
.
,. . ,
nJn stunente. only.
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First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

.
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Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group

Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

Pigeonholes are
for the birds...
II has been our experience that
one of the quickest ways to
lose the creative effectiveness
of an engineer or scientist is to
"type" himto categorize him
unalterably as a specialist in
field X, Y, or Z, and then stifle
his talents in other areas. It is
transparently obvious that the
more effective member of the
project team is the individual
who can relate disciplines one
to the other, who has been
given the opportunity and the
time to keep updated in the
most esoteric aspects of his
general field.
If you wish to be a technical
professional and you agree
with our philosophy, if you
would prefer a career-company
where people count and
pigeonholes are for the birds,
you would be wise to give
the Pomona division of General
Dynamics close consideration.
Pomona division employees
are now at work on long term
projects and active research
and development programs.
We are the nation’s largest
developer and manufacturer of
tactical guided missiles and
weapons systems. For a
rewarding career with a
company that encourages and
rewards Individual accomplishment join our professional
team here at Pomona.
For more information,
contact your placement officer
to arrange a personal oncampus interview with our

representatives, or write to:

$199.00
down
plus fax &
license

Minimum
Monthly
Payments

L. F. Cecchi, Manager
Personnel Administration
Pomona Division of
General Dynamics
P. O. Box 2507-H
Pomona, California 91786

1969 Volkswagen

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

NOV. 30TH

formerly Spartan Volkswagen

WATCH FOR IT

The Home of the Humble Little Bug

1560 North First Street
286-8800
San Jose
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GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pomona Division

iday Ncicenduir 22. 1969
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"veer ellampiinsnip tonii,ht when
’bey elect the powerful UCLA
:Iruins in the first rc.unel of Western Reuionid play iit 7 in Spoleto!’
Stadium.
The Bruins should prow to be
1 i 1,1-11..) ers as they carry an im11-1-1 re«tril into the
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USF, the team SJS beat to capWestmont College, 1-0, oink- they I reunited scoring attack, leci by
MAO lied by Cal Poly at Sioll Luis !,.iphomore outside-left hIani Her- ture their second straight West
inanilez who has 24 goals to his Coast Intercollegiate Soccer ConObisis), 1-1.
The /...,tin eh, also add to their:credit. lie is followed closely by ference title, gained a spot in the
laurels the A11-1:niversity tuurnie- eenter-forward Ed Storeh who has regionals by dumping the Univerment title which they won tiy. c.o.. r 16 and out!:idesright Fred Nouriad sity of Washington, 16-0.
; Admission for the match Friday
tue of a 2-0 victory 0%1.1 1.i.i’.-c:’- vlin 18
v411 be $1 for all spectators, insity of California at Berkeley, Th..
ALL-AMERICAN
,\ ti impottant reason for the, eluding st uclent s.
tournament was held at Bell:, :i .s.
l’CLA. who was in the XI. o .: .s.:,,ii tans tine play as of late is
!Regional Playoffs Iasi year, are rec)int rendering of Henry CilMil;
led by a pair of fine forwards.i..ho, a first learn All-American fir
Barnard() Okoye, a sprinter and! the Spartans last year. eligible
lead man on the uct,,,A 440 relay !Not only has Comanche) contrite
.
team in track, from Biafra, and , quid seven goals in four gam. .
inithon Sotith from C’hile.
!but he has also turned in an out :lillilillg job in the playmaltinc,
COMMON FOES
i department.
’rise Spartans and l’CLA here
Probably the biggest plus in
two common foes this season in
A seminal on the uses of the
1.4JS’s peeformance this season has
el.% a
. .
!siiti the outstanding Job turned in Bubble Chamber, due to a fire at
ienred the two opponents in three
hy the defense. They have pro- the Stanfortl Linear Accelerator
..arnes, 20-0, while the Bruins (cutduced
a total of seven shutouts in Center’s tSLACt Bubble Chamber
,
e...veil them in two games, 3-1.
last week, will be presented Tuesthe 12 Spartan games this year.
Tne Spartans, now 11-1 for the
day at 2:30 p.m. in S326.
The
defense
has
been
highlighted
...ason, boast a prolific scoring ofThe Bubble Chamber, according
t, rise and equally stingy defense.’ by the fine play of left-half Art to club member Dan Tracy, is a
Zeljko
Romswinckle,
center-half
In 12 matches, they have booted
"very IOW temperature, low atmos.t,TOSs 92 goals while allowing op- Pavic, right -half Ahmad Bayati, phere" chamber sphei ical in shape.
fullback
Al
Rodrigues,
and
goalie
pnents only eight. Among their
The chamber is cooled by hydroiniire iMpreSSiVe victories were l Rich Halvnict.
gen, which is extremely flanunable,
l’ilriisity of California at Santa , The winner of today’s match
and inside a cloud is produced in
Cruz, 16-0, University of Petrifies, will meet the winner of the Air
which particles sent through the
17-1, Stanford, 11-0, and Cal Poly Foree Academy and University of
ctui be "seen" by lookat San Luis Obispo, 6-0.
San Francisco Dons tilt which will chamber
One of the major reasons for lie held tomortuw at Balboa Sta- ing at the patterns the particles
left in the cloud formation.
S in Jose’s sUOCeSS has been a well- dium in San Francisco.

B u bbl e Ch amber
Seminar Set
For Tuesday

.,

Spartans Seek Top Ranking
’rho S.IS water polo team starts
C,) part tmo of its search for the
k4 1,.issible dream today in the Pacific!
iast Athletie Association Tournnent in San DiegO.

..orrY

The dream is to be ranked No. 1
in the nation following the water
!pcilo season. A win in the PCAA
’tournament would give the Nu. 2
ranked SllarlallS Li big boost to-
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SJS water polo standout gets set to tank
a goal against Stanford earlier in the season. Hind has scored 51
goals to top the team in scoring. Coach Lee Walton called Hind,
"the best all-around college water polo player in the nation,"
after Hind had paced the Sportans to a win in the California
State College Tournament.
GREG HIND, FLASHY

Collegiate Sunday
Worship Services
This Sunday!
f‘c.

Chapel of
Reconciliation
300 S. lOth St.

9:30

NITED

JET CHARTERS FROM L.A.
2.
3.
4.
5.

jillie 2.-,-Spt. 4
3
Jul% LI- %tut. 21
jun. .."2-ept.
in, g
Allp
lot

tin*Iirte,
Amst /Urns*

11.ond/Briims
Anist/1.
Anist/Lonii

$295
$285
$275
$290
$285

$175
Prof. F. Paal 247 Roycraft Ave.
Long Beach, 90803. 438-2179

SERVICE for:

ward their objective.
Another tourney crown, following the one arinexed last weekend
in the California State College
Tournament, would give the SPartans excellent momentum going
into the N t ion a I Invitational
Tournament and a probable meeting with No. 1 ranked UC Irvine.
The tournament in San Diego is
in its first year, a.s is the PCAA.
In the tournament, the Spartans will undoubtedly face Cal
State at Long Beach, most likely
the meeting mill come in the
championship game.
If the two do meet, it will be the
fourth time on the season. SJS
holds a 2-1 margin over the 49ers.
When the Spartans met Long
13each for the first time, Coach
Lee Walton said, "they could be
the toughest team on the West
Coast, they just haven’t played to
potential." Then the 49ers hit full
stride and dropped SJS from the
ranks of the unbeaten.
The Spartans were, however,
playing their third game within a
24-hottr span. With proper rest,
Long Beach proved no trouble for
the talented Spartans.
Coach Lee Walton hopes the
PCAA tournament will go as easily
as the State tourney.
"Momentum is important in
water polo," Walton offered. "It
is important to get a fast start in
a game and important in building
a winning attitude."
Even with a win over Long
Beach in the PCAA, the Spartans
won’t be rid of their foe. Long
Beach is one of the schools, along
with SJS invited to the National
Invitational.

Judo Team Loses
Alumni Tournament
The Spartan judokas will participate individually in promotional
and invitational tourney to be held
November 24, 1 p.m. at the San
Jose Buddhist gyrn.
In the annttal SJS Alumni Judo
Tournament the alumni captured
a 77-71 victory over the Spartans.
The Spartans have nem. defeated the alumni.
Mickey Suzuki turned in an outstanding effort for the Spartans in
downing Kay Yamasaki.
George Kiyohara also did a good
Job when he beat Al Larson.

:41 ..1:-..slgtrOt
’
SJS FORWARD Henry Camacho boots the ball in pracrice, Ca macho, an All-American last season, will lead the Spartans tonight in the opening round of WeStern Regionals against UCLA.
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By
MIKE ELVITSKY
Writing an opinion column is no easy task.
Yesterday, for example, my column presented what I thought might
be one of the problems in the BYU football boycott.
My intent was to present my side, and my side only, on the problem.
However, things don’t always work the way you would like them to.
Several persons got upset about the writing, claiming my insensitivities about the entire situation. To them I am duly stilly for having
ttpset the latter.
My intention was not to cause name calling or start anything with
racial overtones. But if people take it this way, then perhaps a second
look at the article is necessary.
First, I am in sympathy with the alleged Black boycott of the
BYU football game. I realize the
Blacks are in a tough spot in trying to justify their playing the
game.
Second, and I think a lot of
people misunderstood this, it takes
guts for the players to take. this
stand knowing they might suffer

exotic

a bigot or

drinks

Now if those are the words of
racist, then I just don’t
know what’s happening.
Violence from any source can
and should be avoided.
Unfortunately our entire ’democratic system’ is founded on violence. This word has brought many
rights and privileges which we
still might be without if someone
hadn’t cau.sed violence. But there’s
a straining point in any arg-ument.
If any one person would like to
use this column to present his
views, then I would ask him to
contact me in the Spartan Daily
off iCe.

Over 18
Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

SALES

lIct 0(

’resin terian. Disciples
and United Church of
Christ

11:00 a.m. LI TIIERAN
6:00 p.m. El’IS(:()1)11, (Eucharist)
The Chapel of Iteconeiliat

personal meditation

Phone 298-0204

SERVICE

RENTALS
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posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles

KIT’S
BOOKS
West Perk Plare
Winchestr at Payne
\\,.......

378 8400

Sunday 12 air 12 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 ..rn. to 03 p.m.
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but will the
sheepskin
keep you
warm enough?
It’s warmer this way: a degree plus a career. So check
out our Campus Internship
Program.

Insurance counselling is a
field without ceiling. It offers
independence . . . the opportunity to perform a highly useful service. And consider this:
22% of this company’s top
agents began learning earning
while still in college.
So stop by or phone our
campus office today. Rememkeeping warm in that
ber
cold. cruel world is more than
a matter of degree.
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County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

open daily for

Across front the Men’s Dorms
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RICK STORY
297-5707
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Expressive Lingo

SJS Senior
Gets Position
In CSCSPA
t:cne
SJS
I’ indu
trial management major, is CaliPresideots
fornia State Cone
Associat ion t CSCPA chief st
lent sei vices coordinator.
The appointment. made by Victor Lee, CSCSPA executive president, "makes Adams his own boss,
since it is the first position of its
kind in the statewide association,"
Lee stated.
A student services coordinator
was needed when Lee initiated his
plan to reimburse the students of
18 college campuses, since each
college pays an annual tax to
CSCSPA according to individual
campus enrollment figures.
Presently CSCSPA offers ti,vo
services: RECON, computerized
pre-screening job placement and
International Student Affairs
Club, jet charter flights to
Europe.
Adams, a past sales manager of
a radio station affiliated with the
Mutual Broadcasting System, believe benefiting state college students economically in this period
of inflation is his main concern.
"I want to become sensitive to
the wants and desires of students’
purchasing power.
Adams wants to compile a factual market analysis of the 18
college campuses as one large pur’chasing power, including clothing,
automobiles, food, transportation
and entertainment.
With surh an economic base
representing 200,000 population,
CSCSPA can then bargain for
group insurance or youth fare airplane cards for all students, not
just those under 22 years of age.
Adams said, "People look at students as second class citizen.s because we don’t make $10,000 a
year. The United States population must realize that youth, in
fact, have the greatest purcha.sing
power of any other group now or
in previous decades. This wealth
only needs to be tapped."
Adams continued, "With these
feasible ideas which will benefit
ihr students. one major element is
larking in the services organization. manpower!"
Adams needs an assistant and a
secretaty, plus men and women
from every field, especially eco111)MiCS, marketing, accounting and
business majors. "However, journalism, advertising and English
majors, and any interested persons,
can help this research and development division get going," continued 25-year-old Adams.
"if I iolate any school of
rheught.
refusing work to students in partieular majors, I will
no longer have an effective cross
section of knowledge to draw
upon," commented Adams.

Philology Talk Today
’

GENE ADAMS
CSCSPA coordinator

’Fireside Chat’
A faculty-student fireside chat
for students in Pi Sigma Alpha,
the national honorary political
science organization, will be held
Friday in the home of Kent
Schellenger, assistant professor of
political science.

1
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Aid Now Available
For Disabled Vets

Dr. Charles Janssens, assistant pression "to take with a grain oil
professor of French, will talk salt."
The Financial Aids Office has
about the root and formation of
Although the whole talk is folanguages in a pmgram syntsored cused on philology. he said he recently announced the availability
by the International Student Or- would try not to make it seem
of $200 scholarships to assist distISOI in Cafeteria A like a lecture on philology.
it/111 13 at 3:30 p.m. today.
abled veterans and their dependAn associate professor of French
The talk, titled "Language Dr. Janssen:: is a Flemish Belgian ents with obtaining education.
Comparison and Correspondence" who speaks his native Flemish,
Applications for the scholarships
is aimed at showing to students French, German, Dutch and Enghow different languages express lish fluently. He got his doctorate are available in the Financial Aids
the same ideas.
in French and German at the Uni- Office, ADM234.
Dr Janssens said he will focus versity of Arizona.
his talk more on idiomatic expressions and proverbs than the v.....":"44,Wifoleolfrolerlor,W0§0010.41.101.4,01.6444)1044W",
common day to day conversationallk
Opening the day after Thanksgiring
language.
He will expla.in to students that
when an American says, "You
don’t know anything more about
it than the man in the moon," a
Frenetunan would say, "you drop
from the moon," arid a German
would say, "you are a moon calf."
It is not unlikely that some students would take his talk with a
grain of salt, so Janssens is going
to explain the origin of the ex-

"The Clothes Horse Boutique"

s
Zi

.4 110111k/tie featuring today’s fashions.
Specializing in Mod Minis. slacks. pants. suits. casual iccar.
robes. sweaters. hosiery. very "1." jewelry. ropes. beads.
$ medallions, earrings . . . and gilt items.
$
* JUST ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS ON 3RD BETWEEN
*Z
SAN CARLOS AND SAN ANTONIO STREETS
>44.4,....4,0,,,,,,444.,44...01,41,,14,410;440.4,44.,,,..e.,...4.-e,-..0".,..opekt4,44;

k
k

SAN JOSE’S BEST
SELECTION!
YOU CAN’T BEAT OUR

rBooks Inc.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Mesene treek & WincheFter
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

Estrada’s
Imports & Variety
Medallions
Incense
Rings
Wafer

Pipes

Earrings
We have the largest selection
of psychedelic posters in file
San Jose area.

190 S. 1st Street
297-9176

’Renault’s Reunion
in Europe Plan

Engineering and Science at IBM

"The interdisciplinary
environment keeps you
technologically hot:’
"Working in data processing today pretty much
means you work in a broad spectrum of technologies,"says Nick Donofrio.
An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering.
He’s using his technical background
to design circuits for computer
memory systems.
"Circuit design used to be a narrow
job," he says. "Today it can take you
into the front yard of half a dozen
different fields. In my job, for example,
I work with systems design engineers,
chemists, physicists, metallurgists,
and programmers."
Nick describes a hypothetical case
history: "A memory systems man
comes to me with memory circuit
requirements. Before I can start
designing the circuit, I go to see a
physicist. He helps me select an
appropriate technology for the
monolithic circuit.
’’As the design develops, I work with a
test group and also check back with the
systems and semiconductor people to make
sure I’m on the right track."

Keeping up
The interdisciplinary environment at IBM helps
you keep up to date technologically. As Nick
puts it, "You’re constantly exposed to what’s
happening in other fields."

The first step is to see a Renault dealer
before you go.
Step 2 is to arrange a meeting place-a
European city, an airport or dockside Le
Havre.
The final step is the rendezvous between you and your Renault.
Then, you can drive all around Europe
in a roomy 4-seater car that has 13 cu. ft. of
luggage space, 4-wheel disc brakes, cruises at
80 mph, and averages 35 mpg.
A car that can be serviced by any one
of more than 6000 Renault dealers all over
Europe.
You can buy the Renault 10 just to use
in Europe, and we’ll buy it back when you’re
ready to come home. (Ask about our financed
purchase-repurchase plan.)
01., you can buy the Renault 10, use ft
in Europe and for only $1495 you’ll have it
with all the required U. S. specifications.
And you’ll have a 2nd Reunion when
you get home.

RENAULT*

KENT DODGE, INC.
Renault Sales and Service
4190 El Camino Real
Palo Alto
Phone 327-8440
(Across from Rickey’s Hyatt House)

IBM needs technical graduates to work in
research, design and development, manufacturing, product test, field engineering, and space
and defense projects. We also need technical
people in programming and marketing.

Visit your placement

office

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Harley Thronson, IBM,
Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005.

ON
CAMPUS
DEC.
3 4

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ha VC

la le erpenshy. . .

arlie Volb
1600 SOUTH FIRST ST.. SAN JOSE

293-7700

-

New
Writing

"9"*-71:444---

Prize-winning poems, short stories
and novel excerpts by
twenty-two college writers
the beet of campus writing today
WASHINGTON
SQUARE PRESS, INC.

/$125

630 !MO Alamo, NSW York. N.Y. 10020 A Subsidiary of Simon & Schuster. Inc

e

The chat is scheduled from 8-11
p.m. Dr. Schellenger’s horne is at
101 Glen Eyire, Apt. 309.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
42 DIFFERENT LINES

2ininej oaf loam

Most people feel that Nan Francisco ,is
the only place to go for an enjoyable inviting. hat at l’hi Bold knight you can
enjoy the fittest cuisine in a delightful
atmospher,, witl
t spending half th
pressing driving to the city. Try our dinand 24 hour coffee shop and
ing r
discorer that an cue
g mit can be in
expensive and conio’n ient.

N DAILY

1 inte..r...

"

.rdmiriaoer

NO.

Job Interviews

For 2 Junior Reps

Spartaguide

interested in student
govenunent are encouraged tu apsig.
JafIllary grlidUaleh 11111)
ply Bat two Student Council posiWields in the
up for am
Alpha Kappa Delta Sisiology tions vacated by Junior Repres. Ninth
Placement center,
Honor Society, 3:30 p.m., 2352 sentatives Larry McCloud and St..
A.%. Signal,. begin
Fairgrove Ct. S.J. Frei. beer bust. Steve Miller.
each Tuendas before :11111 1111 lio
Sociology -anthropology instructors
McCloud, recently elected to the day of the inters
and students invited.
Academic Council, and Miller, a
m0NDAY (Nov. 25)
Iranian Student Association. 2:30 member of the SJS Marching
Pacific tilts and Electrie (.11.
p.m., liEl. Persian lecture: Iranian Band, resigned from council this
Majors: BS NIS Aectg , Econ.. Bits.
student movement in recent years. month due to Bine conflicts.
Admin.
Science
Inter:sail:mil Student% OrganiU. S.
Emir ..... ental
1ntervievvs .for their positions
zation, 3:30 p.m.. Cafeteria A and will be held in the College Union, Serster AdmInlatrution Colmantalon Office. Majors: BS MS CE,
B. Dr. Charles Janssens, assistant 315 S. Ninth St., today
and MonME, EE, Meteorology, Physics, reprofemsor of foreign languages,
day.
from
2
to
5:30
p.m.
Applicalated Physical Scienri-.
will speak on "Language Curiosities and Correspondences." Every- tions fur juniors in clear academic
Proctor and 61111111114. Majors,
standing are available in the Col- MA/Liberal Arts; 11:- ’IS Bus..
one invited.
lege Union.
MBA.
The Mwslim Students’ Associa......
yyr.,01.
tion, 12:30 p.m., LN201. Prayer
we- we..4"..e../meeting.
J1.1111111N

Spartan C’hinese Club, 8 p.m. 1 a.m. Women’s Gym. All car:,
dance, featuring the Chicago Ty:.;
writers.

*

A.S.C.E., Noon, Faculty C
teria B. Jack Janney, structii;
engineer from Chicago, will il.
cu.ss structural failures. Hap;
burger, coke for all student mei,-

Czechoslevakie 1968
Speech Tomorrow

California State Perstsnnel
Majors:
NIA Beharmial
Board.
"CzechosloVakia, 1968," will be
Sciences, tioidatice, (.’ounseling, the subject of’ Lida Urbanek’s talk
Psych., Anthru., Sociology.
tomorrow at 8 p.m. at West Valley
FIVIC Corporation. Nlajors: Bus. Junior College, ET10, at the corner
1E,
Ind.
Tech.,
uf Allendale and Saratoga
and Ind., NIE, EE,
Ave.
Acctg., Chem. E.
The speech is sponsored by the
Pfizer Laboratories, Division of
Charles Pfizer and (Io. Majors: West Valley Study Club.

SAUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
good students. Also,
bar,
for single men over
Ca.1 George Campbell 244-9600.

. .i

bers.

0

BOUIIOUtk,

Co-Ree, 12:30-4:30 p.m., WrinIcu Gym. Recreation for all stud,: and faculty. Svvimming from 1 I

p.m.
;1;

00crtE.- r-)Y,-- owcLA
o

44-1,

logue, daring, decision doing.
$2 for lunch and dinner

Saturday Spectacular,

"A M,i, 4s$
Fur All Seasons." Shows at 2
5. 7:30, and 10 p.m. in Moi ; Dailey Auditorium. Sponsored
Alpha Phi Omega.

Arab-Amertean Club, 2 p.m..
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Ss
Discussion of the Arabian night
practice ilabkeh.
0
(’ NI, 6 p.m., St. Paul’:
Wersie
Dinner
Church.
Lt1
Cents. Piggram. 7 p.m,
0
1
9
f’hrist,
Clunpus Cnoossie for
reerviiin
p.m., 384 E. Williams,
bon mom. "College Life." Every- !ISse
one welcome.

I,

and

methoth,t

The Muslbn Student
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OLD BOOKS7 SJS
eiuoazines? Fine
l,? See a large
items on
Trinir , Er

\L. \
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olland Yard bc,t;

TAPE-04T-HUSIASTS, Experienced tap.
ing, Over 500 albums to choose from
supply the one you want (collages
.00). For more irformation, call Mike:
257-3631.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CAROL BEACH!
1,,ve. 1-Cad.
Experieaced
ENTHUSIASTS.
TAPE
inu. 0.er 5,J0 albums to choose from
y 9ne you want (collages too).
I
t
r more information, call Mike: 287I 0,

s
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SKINDIVING MEE-TING
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Cat’s
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6 p.m., ED210. Qurimic stud.,
weekly meeting.
Spartan TrI-C. 9:45 a.m., Ti ;

L-.0 you

.1.guake is coming
AlAKE Is Coming
, JAKE IS COMING

STEREO B Cartridge Tape player,
periable - $35. Sears TV portable $30. Call 287-3585. Ask for Dave.
SCANDALLI 20C ACCORDION. $1195
new. asking $450. Call Terry at 298.4628
or 297-9963.
HAMMERLUND HQI45X Shortwave
radio. Dual convers.on. X-tol filter, clock,
55B. $150. Dave 287-5923.
FOR SALE: Metal Skis, 200 cm, ex.
cord. $50 or best offer. Call Jeff 287.
7813.
E-STABLISHED CIGARETTE VENDING
- $250 --1%.15 ,.en.ngs.
HELP

1

B-Day, 10 a.m. to 7 p.rii
man Center. Day of discussiiiii,

’

Bldg., Third and San
SeMinar : "Happiness is II.,
Church... Evening forum at 5 1 ,
"To Catch a trier." DLscussiun
All College ging, 8 p.m., Wolle
Towers Lounge. Folk
present. Everyone welcome.
Delta Zeta Pledge Claw 9
a.m.-1:30 p.m., 201 S. llth St. ,;;
Pan c; I".
Delta Zeta Sororit y.
breakfast. All you can eat for S1
MONDAY
Alpha Phl Omega, 7 p.m., ENG147. Chapter and pledge meeting. !
Tl’EsDAY
student Physical Society, 2:30
Bubble Chambers
S326.
p.m.,
Speaker: Robert Faealy, SJS graduate in physics, formerly with
SLAC.
Wesley-C(1CM, 12:30 p.m., St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, Ninth
and San Salvador. Hot lunch 35 cents, and a guest speaker

53/4 Discount on Ski Sweaters
with Student Body Card

VI

1742 El Camino Real et El Monte
Mtn. View
Open
9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
967.3037

Spartan Daily Classifieds
AN I
An EP,
PN

TOMORROW

UNIQUE CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING
featuring
Nehru Suits.
Twit,. Vecks,
Dd., and Sport
laekets, Shirts
nimble Brea.sted
Bell Iiiittinn and
English Cut Snits
pf SiltrkS
Dress Shirts
Eleiting Sweaters
Accessories, Jewelry.
Belts, Ties, Scarfs

BA Liberal Arts, BS/MS Bus., BiMontgi ..... rs Ward. Nlajors, Bus.,
I .11N11’111 AI
ology, C’hemistry.
EC011.
Shell Companies. Majors: BA/
ilunt-Wesson Foods, Inc. MaMS, NIA MS Chem. E., ME, EE,
. Any.
Chemistry, Physics.
TtiESDAY (Nov. 26)
Cliderwritea Laboratories, Inc.
Nla Ors: EE, ME.

ac===

h
q

Nalattjt’s

-e-

m’A ’99,1;,36.r:oe:d

Engine. British Racing
shape. $900 or offer.

(OR SALE. ’62 VW

WANTED

14)

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montqomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.
COLLEGE GIRLS. Work for the S. F
Chronicle in our Sunnyvale office selling
trial subscriptions. Wor.king hours will
fit your schedule. Average pay is $2.25
per hour. Call for interview appoint.
ment 738-1818.
MEN AND WOMEN
We have several openings in our San
Jose office for pleasant part time work.
Choice of hours. No exp. necessary.
82.00 per hour to start. Call 287-0292.
...K. for 2
COED TO COOK s
male students in exch. tor free meals.
Clean apt. once/wk. Will pay. Call
286.3026 1-3 or aft. 8 p.m.
WE NEED HELP
New Company, choose your own hours.
Work for yourself or for us. Direct
Sales and Sales Management. Call 2975109 between 4.6 p.m.
MY CHEVY VAN IS BROKEN. Will pay
you to fix. Call Carin. 197-34966.
NEED MALE DANCERS.
train. Call
9.11 p.m. Cecelia. 295.2180.
WOMAN: CLERK TYPIST (55 wprn)
$1.65, hr. P.T., hrs. flex.; aft.. pref. Some
Sat. Vac full time. Wholesale Nursery,
SJ. 296.2902. Ask for Mr. Serene.
NEED TUTORING IN Steisics II5A
W.Itiell,p8apy,$1..50 per hour. Call 153.2910

Bus. Very clean.
ed. New battery. 66,000
--ott-1623.
59 PONTIAC CATALINA. New brakes
Contact
,. $400 cr best offer.
, K u 524 S. 9th. 293-9663.
1963 VW. R/H, Good tires, new en,
,
- 55.000 mi. $800/best
286-9747.
,
’59 RENAULT. New rebuilt engine. Hi Runs well, must
pgrons.
’,
I
E ’ Wendy 287.1595 or 269.9056. TWO HASHERS for evening meal.
Acacia Fraternity. 125 S. 14th St. Call
293.9611.
CORVAIR ’61. Good motor, Bad seal
COLLEGE STUDENTS
les. $100 or offer. 293.9654 Eunice.
PART.TIME WORK
I ’58 VOLVO. Runs nice but needs minor 21 hours per week. Immediate openings
$125. ’62 VW. Good cond. in our reference programming depart.
trent. Learn techniques in marketing and
PORSCHE. ’66 Gold/Blk. All extras. sales promotion. $168 per month guar
CU. 19n. AM FM Blau. 4/8 Tr. Stereo anteed. Public contact work with manConcours Cond. $4975, 968-6565 X45 agerial experience. Call Mr. Lenz, 286.
Eve. 248.6910 or 243-Ii07.
1650 brit. 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.
’62 CORVAIR. 4 Speed, heater, radio, NEED FOLK OR DIXIELAND TRIO.
bucket seats, new tires & battery. Top For Fri. P.M. Call Javid 941.1111.
cond. $290,’best offer. 287.5745.
NEED HELP with paper from a
,
’67 BULTACO CAMPERA. Perf. cond. complished Up. div. or grad E
Le
Must sell this week. Come see it & major. Good Pay! 266.5093 af1,
7
hal ,le over Oe price. 295.3878.
’60 CORVAIR, 4 dr., overhauled. good
1100 or best offer. Call
j

STUDENT NEEDS BABY SITTER for 1
PERSONALS 171
yr. old
3:00 MF. In your home.
$20/wk. Fuel", student’s wife with one
"IGUANA CRAWLS!"
or no chi.dren. Call 287.4957 after
and other outrageous bumper stickers.
6 p.m.
50c ea. or 3/$1. 357 S. 4th #4.
BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
’51
,IOUSING
about the diamonds/ Learn about it
MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING before any purchase. If you like, design
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen 8 your own ring. Quality diamonds at
maid service. On campus 237 E. San low prices. Contact Jim Self at 286Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk. 0964. Call between 5 and 7 p.m.
293.6345.
NEED ROOMMATE. Nice one -bedroom
SERVICES 18)
apartment. $50/month. Call 287-7449.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apt. EXPORIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec1/2 block from campus. $40/mo. Cell tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
286-1465 after 8 p.m.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Arc
STUDENT TO SHARE I bdrm. apt. 502 Call 371-0395. San Jose.
S. 4th. #6. Phone 297-6249.
RENT A STEREO OR TV PROM
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S. ESCHES. Fres delivery, free service
1 Ith. Apt #6, $54/mo. Call Colette No contract. Call 251-2598.
298-1414, ext. 47 or 287-7283.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
DEC. I. NEED GIRL ROOMMATE, Lox Altos Area IBM equip. 10 type
share luxury apt. near campus. Fire. styles. 948-1781,
place, $55/mo. 287.1640. Sherry, after 5. SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. bawlAPARTMENT FOR RENT to 4 girls. 2 enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 2V2
bdrrn., 2 bath. $200. Contact Mgr. at mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
508 S. I Ith. 5-7.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share rings for getting engaged, married,
I bdrm apt. Clean & quiet. $55/mo. sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Call Patti after 5 at 297-5601. 417 S. Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
9th #2.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
QUIET, CLEAN. CONSIDERATE female JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
to share 2 bdrm. apt. 508 S. I Ith #I3. 145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Call 287.3949 after 7 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share Have work for part-time janitor. Hair2 bdrm. apt near campus. Rent $55/mo. cuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
Call 287-6028. Immediately.
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effec2 APTS FOR RENT: I now; 1 Dec. 1st. tive service. the ultra -modern Barber
5155 & $140. 3 people only. Contact
ICollege. The latest tech-iques. To reach
Mqr.: 495 E. Williams St. 298.6381.
the College, go west on Sonia Clare.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share I TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc
apt. at 68 S. 8th St. Upper div. student lemerienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
pref. Call 287.4449. Apt. G.
!STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
NEW HOUSE FOR RENT for faculty Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
member. Near IBM. 2 bdrm, 2 bath Phone 244-6581.
& den. Pets welcome. lamed. OccupanEXPERIENCED TYPIST. ThesiS, term
cy. 225-1879.
Papers, etc. Call 258-4335.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED to
TYPING.
IBM Pica. Experienced 243share 3 bdrm/2 bath home. AEK/fireplace/ unfurnished/2 car garage. $63 6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
util. Call Bev 297-3000. ext. IRONING done in my home at reasonable rates. Call 298.1787. 418 #1 Wil3577. bet. 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.
ROOMS FOR RENT: $45, month, quiet lard Ave.
surroundings. Inquire 397 S. I Ith.
NEED PLACE TO LIVE next semester
for 1 girl only. Price no matter. Wish
u.eet & near campus. 298-3966.
_OS

AND

FOUNC

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

St,.

WS Sailing Club, 8 p.m., Bid.’
Affairs’. Rm. 101. I, eture and slides on sailing.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

the British are coming

Phi Upsilon Omicron, 3:3(1 1, le
HEL Pot luck and oricui ;:;;i:
Ail
meeting. Report on concla,i
members should attend.

Grodins alert: the British are coming with revolutionary lambswool vee-neck pullovers by famous
Byford of Britain. Luxuriously full fashioned;
machine washable. Ripping array of colors. $16

Phi Alpha Theta, 3:30 m Ili- tory Lounge. Important it:;;;;;
All mem tiers please at t eni I
WEDNESDAY
S.114 Amateur Radio Club, 11:30
a.m., E135. Sweepstakes results
and club plans will Is 11,ussed.
_

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA at Blosson Hill Road and
Almaden Expressway. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek Boulevard and Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at El Camino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

Red Ram
10t11 at William
295-3805

SPECIAL
l’itchers $1.25
Peanuts, a Dime a Basket
4 p.m. thrti 6 p.m.

OPEN AT 4 P.M. DAILY

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

CLASSICAL LP’S: Entire collection must
baroque to modern. Mono $1,
, $2 or less. 354.2004.
FLYING COUNTRY CLUB member.
Over 20 planes available
rates. Call 258-9803.
AMPEX 1150 Tape Deck, Auto. Rev, I
-,. old. W/base and cover. Make of
5
Call Doug 286-9892

MWF
9:30-11:30

BRAND NEW TOOLS FOR Christmas.
Wogd Lathe - $15: Radial Drill Press
- $37.50; Jointer - 529: Table Saw
- - $24 . . . Manning Bowman Elec.
Hand Tools: 1/4" Drill - 89.95;
Drill, 2 -speed - $14; Sabre Saw
- $14; Power Saw 7" - $27.50. 60
E. San Fernando. Phone 292-0409. 1
block from campus.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Deily
Classifieds.

TR-4 Mags. 4 eight spoke American
Mags. Magnesium - fits Triumph. $145
Cell Spencer 298-1781.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

NEW 360

HEAD SKIS, 180 cm with
, 5,1 Marker bindings. Best offer
1100. NEW VW AM -FM radio.
Cost $120. Best offer over $40. 29443722.

WE’D FE1TR TCX’, MARVIN- THERE 5 Ti-1AT
3 -LETTER WORD REARING 11-5 UGLY HEAr!"
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

One

3
4
5
6

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

irn

.50

.50

linos
linos
linos
linos

Add this
amount for
each addl.
tonal line

day

’’’’’’

Two

days Three

days

Four days

Five days

2.50
2.40
2.90 -:(1-0-Ea- -13-03.90
4.00
.50

.50

Print Name
Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals
D Help Wanted (4)

0 Announcements (1)
O Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)

(7)
CI Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6) 0 Transportation

(9)

at

tr
111

er
te
cc
Si

at
sc
hi
C.0

hi

A
a

0

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

FOR SALE 13)

AMA Marketing Club, 6:30 p.m
Blunt’s Restaurant. NO host r,.
tail hour. 7:30 p.m., Film
ill
Man Creates." Panel 1
"New Product Introduction.’’ Rides
are available from Jay Olsen, 2982614.

to
"v

SI

’61

R (Student

th

16)

LOST: SCHW1N 10.Speed gold bike.
Body #JC0096. no questions asked.
REWARD: Call 297.4962 after 7.
LOST: BLACK & WHITE Boston Bull.
dog. Lost Nov. 15. Near 5th and Williams. Call 292-0837.
FOUND: Contact lenses in case. In
vicinity of E. William & 10th. Found
11’17/68. Call 286.9366.

IMPALA CONVT., R & H. Whs.
-ondifion $525.00,
,
,,
::-:i
269.8814.
CHEVY POWERED VALIANT, l’nflIOCtl
Also high perform
,..- I
-over run yet, Extra
322.0393.
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Enclosed Is $

City
Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 10SE, CALIF.
95114
Please alles 2 days after placing for ad to appear
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